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Case study rationale
• Literature review

– previous empirical research typically focused upon just
one case study, limiting potential for comparisons
across cases and technology sectors

– predominant focus upon onshore wind and biomass
means few empirical studies of offshore wind or marine
energy projects

– apart from some notable exceptions, often applied
research with limited theory building

– few studies have used a mixed-method approach,
informed by social science and engineering



Objectives

• To identify how the public perceive and
respond to specific technology projects and
methods of engagement

• To undertake 8 case studies to ensure
adequate coverage of diverse technologies,
spatial contexts and forms of public
engagement



Our 8 case study locations



Project 

name 

Tech 

sector 

Tech 

scale 

Location Local 

action 

group 

Decision 

maker 

Planning 

Gwynt y 
Mor 

Offshore 
wind 

750MW Wales Yes DECC Consented 

Lincs Offshore 
wind 

250MW England No DECC Consented 

Baxterley  Biomass 2.1MW England Yes Local 
authority 

Refused/ 
appealed/ 

revised 

Port Talbot Biomass 

 

350MW Wales Yes DECC Consented 

Ladymoor Onshore 
wind (plus 
hydrogen) 

48MW Scotland Yes Local 
authority 

Wind farm 
refused/H2 
consented 

Falkirk       
+  
Northants 

Onshore 
wind 

(urban) 

Both 
2MW 

Scotland 
and 

England 

No                 
-            

Yes 

Local 
Authority/ 

Local Corp 

Consented                              
-       

Refused 

Strangford Marine 
(tidal) 

2MW Northern 
Ireland 

No FEPA Consented 
& deployed 

Wave 
Dragon + 
Lunar 

Marine 
(wave and 

tidal) 

7MW 
and 16-
20MW 

Wales No                                      
-             

No 

DECC Applied for/ 
Not yet 

applied for 

 



 Standardised methodology
1. Analysis of secondary data
2. In-depth interviews with key stakeholders
3. Focus group discussions with local residents
4. Questionnaire survey of local residents
• Discussion groups and surveys administered in

different local places where appropriate
• Tools designed by the project team both for data

collection and data analysis



Summary of participants

• 3251 people participated in the project

• 71 stakeholders were interviewed
• 249 residents took part in focus group

discussions
• 2911 residents completed the

questionnaire survey



 Four themes

• Developers’ engagement practices
• Residents’ levels of support and

behavioural engagement
• Putting the NIMBY concept to the test
• Key factors shaping project support



Theme 1: Developers’
engagement practices

• All cases involved forms of information provision, typically
leaflets, websites, public exhibitions, local paper ads

• Timing typically pre-application, with some exceptions
• Community benefit packages were offered in each wind

energy case, but not in either biomass or marine projects
• None involved share issues
• Whilst some involved local stakeholder fora (e.g marine),

little sign that developers were prepared to use more
deliberative or participatory methods of engagement

• For offshore wind cases, challenge of spatial extension
• Emergence of ASA adjudicating truthfulness of claims



Theme 2:
Residents’ levels of support

for renewable energy
generally

for specific projects



Continued
• Higher levels of support for marine energy in

comparison to other sectors
• Varied levels of support within sectors (e.g

between offshore wind energy cases)
• Low levels of behavioural engagement (e.g. taking

actions such as signing petitions, writing letters,
joining action groups)

• Sometimes high levels of unfamiliarity with specific
projects



Theme 3: Testing Nimbyism

• It is often presumed that ‘NIMBY’ opponents
are people who:
– believe renewable energy is a good idea,

just ‘not in their back yard’
– are incomers to the area
– live closest to the site
– older people



Lack of evidence
• Only 2% (61 people out of 2674) strongly

supported renewable energy generally but
strongly opposed the project in the local area

• Our analyses found NO link between people’s
attitude to the project and
– length of residence in the area
– perceived proximity of home to the project site
– age
– gender
– education level

• Lack of support for ‘NIMBY’ assumptions



Theme 4: Key factors shaping
project support

• The following factors emerged from our
statistical analyses:

a) Personal and local impacts of the project
b) General beliefs about technology sector
c) Beliefs about the developer’s engagement
d) Trust in the developer
e) Beliefs about the fairness of planning

procedures



a) Personal and local impacts

• We asked what benefits or drawbacks
projects were perceived to bring

• We found a high correlation between
personal and local impacts (r = +.85)

• Perceptions about impacts involve
interpreting the perceived ‘fit’ between
project and place

• If perceived to be incompatible,
disruption to place attachment can arise



Interpreting local impacts
• ‘People have been flocking here since 1842 because

it’s such an area of outstanding natural beauty. And,
to put the largest wind farm in Europe just a few
miles in front of that bay is to me monstrously
damaging to the area’ (Llandudno)

• ‘I don’t think offshore, I don’t think they’re
unattractive things.  I’ve said for years, looking out
to sea ... there’s absolutely nothing to look at.  That
is the appeal of these turbines now’ (Skegness)



b) Beliefs about technology sector
• Marine energy more positively supported in

comparison to other technology sectors
• Average levels of support (5 = high support):

– Marine = 4.07
– Offshore wind = 3.67
– Onshore wind = 3.51
– Biomass = 3.17

• ‘I think they are better than windfarms” (Dale)
• ‘It fitted in … it’s as if it was always there … Looks a bit

like a lighthouse …and we’re used to that‘(Portaferry)



c) Developer engagement
• Have they listened to local people?
• ‘It was just one of those meetings that sometimes

happen here. People call a meeting and the things done
are redundant. They’re not asking, they’re telling you’
(Portaferry)

• Have they acted fairly?
• ‘They should have come with any common decency and said, well

look chaps, I’m thinking of doing this, have you got any
objections, and he might have had a bit better response off
people if he’d done it that way. But just to bang it down ..’
(Merevale and Blyth)

• Community benefit offer: 49% of Llandudno respondents
agreed it was a ‘bribe to silence local opposition’



Listening: only 12.8% agree



d) Trust in the developer
• Across the case studies, levels of trust in project

developers was typically low
• ‘M and B cannot be trusted, they have given us

assurances in the past and a month after he got
permission there was a new application’ (Merevale
and Blyth)

• ‘But if it’s a big multinational company involved in
developing this, you can bet your bottom dollar that the
benefits aren’t going to come to St. David’s, or even
this peninsula or even Pembrokeshire’ (St. Davids)



e) Fair planning procedures
• Lack of transparency - DECC regarded as ‘black

hole’
• In Wales, consistent disagreement that the final

planning decision should be made in London
• Less controversial in England, particularly in

contexts where the local authority viewed as
lacking competence

• Lack of efficacy: ‘It’s the same as shutting post
offices, you know, it’s still going to happen, however
much we’ve petitioned and done, you know, which we
have, we fought like mad, but they’re still going to shut
them’ (Colwyn Bay)



Conclusions
• Lack of evidence for NIMBY assumptions - we need to stop

thinking and using this concept
• Support for projects is based upon the interplay of several

factors - there is no single magic bullet to secure acceptance
• In terms of local impacts, perceived incompatibility between

place and project can disrupt place attachments, leading to a
sense of threat and to oppositional behaviour
– Particularly likely in cases where the character of the

place is considered to be wild or natural (e.g.
Llandudno/Ladymoor) and counterposed with ‘industrial’
development

– Also likely in cases where the place is considered to be
already ‘overindustrialised’



Continued
• Marine energy positively regarded - so far
• Developers must ensure they are widely perceived to

have listened to local people, acted fairly and truthfully
• Planning procedures must be more widely perceived

to be fair and transparent than they currently are (IPC)
• Rather than discredit opponents as being ‘socially

unacceptable’, industry and policymakers should
instead focus on protecting and nurturing widespread
social consent for renewable energy generally and for
specific projects
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What were the key factors?

.07 - the planning process was fair

.07 - the developer had provided truthful information

.08 - the developer was trustworthy

.08 - the developer had acted fairly

.11 - the developer had listened to local people

.17 - the project would benefit the local area

.25 - general support for the technology sector

.28 - the project would benefit them personally
BetaProject support linked most strongly with beliefs that:

F(13) = 240.073; p<.000; 63% of variance explained

Variables such as proximity, age, length of residence were not significant


